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Abstract

Object-oriented (00) frameworks are considered an
important step forward in developing software
applications efficiently. Success of frameworks has
however predominantly been limited to structured
domains.This paper describes a method for developing
00 domainframeworks for semi-structured domains. The
complexityof such domains requires the use of more
elaborate analysis and design techniques than those
normallyused in 00 analysis and design. In the method
describedhere, the knowledge of domain experts forms
the basis for developing the framework. The 00
framework is constructed on the design level using a
CASE-tool.Using the design model, the framework can be
customized and extended to develop a variety of
applicationsfor the domain. The approach is illustrated
by developing a framework for the sales-promotions
domain,and using this framework to build an application
for product managers. It is concluded that the approach
described here is beneficial to build and use 00
frameworksfor semi-structured domains.

1. Introduction

Application frameworks receive growing interest in
bothliterature and practice [4]. A framework is a set of
prefabricatedsoftware building blocks that programmers
can use, extend, and customize for specific computing
solutions[8]. Object-Oriented (00) frameworks consist
of classes and interacting software objects. An 00
frameworkcan be customized by creating new subclasses
throughinheritance.

Successfuldevelopment of 00 frameworks has mostly
been limited to application frameworks. These
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frameworks "encompass a horizontal slice of functionality
that can be applied across client domains" [8]. Such
frameworks contain for example file-access and user
interface design functionality. Less attention has been
paid to the development of domain frameworks. These
frameworks "encompass a vertical slice of functionality
for a particular client domain" [8]. The few examples of
domain frameworks that exist are concerned with
relatively structured domains. An example of an 00
framework for building accounting applications is given
in [5]. IBM's Shareable Frameworks initiative also
focuses on the development of frameworks supporting
well known core-business processes like ledgers,
warehouse management and order management [3].

In this paper it is demonstrated how a framework was
built and used for application development for the semi-
structured domain of sales promotions. We argue that the
presented approach is applicable to this type of domains
in general. It is the objective of the research described in
this paper to demonstrate a method for the development
and use of 00 frameworks for semi-structured domains.

We found that building frameworks for semi-structured
domains requires more elaborate 00 analysis and design
techniques than those typically available in current
methods. Most 00 methods suggest that analysts should
mark all the nouns they find in domain-related texts as
candidate classes. In semi-structured domains, this easily
leads to unmanageable numbers of classes. The intended
use of frameworks for building different applications also
inhibits using prototyping techniques to elicit domain
objects. Next to that, the analysis and design is hindered
by the long experience needed to comprehend a semi-
structured domain. While software developers can analyze
and understand structured domains like accounting within
reasonable time, the gap between domain experts and
software developers in semi-structured domains like sales
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Figure 1. Framework and application development method

promotions, legal decision making or medical diagnosis
is harder to bridge.

We propose to build 00 frameworks based on the
cognition of domain experts. Mental models of domain
experts consist of building blocks that typically
correspond to important concepts in the domain. Using
content analysis, a technique from the social sciences,
these concepts can be elicited. Figure 1 depicts the
development method of the framework and the client
application exhibited in this paper.

To capture the properties and operations of objects in a
domain, a number of sample problems representative for
the experts' job are devised. The think-aloud protocols of
experts solving the sample problems form the basis for the
00 analysis and design of the framework. Using content
analysis, the protocols are transformed to an 00
framework of the domain. The framework is constructed
on the design level using a CASE-tool. For development
of a client application, the framework can be customized
and extended.

The framework we present focuses on sales promotion
decision making, which is a prominent task of product
managers. Sales promotions are marketing events aimed
at having a direct impact on the buying behavior of
consumers. Examples of sales promotions are price-offs,
premiums, cash refunds, samplings, and coupons.

Sales promotion decision making is a typical example
of a semi-structured, complex domain. Product managers

act in a dynamic environment where products and actors
quickly appear, disappear, and change position. Product
managers frequently make semi-structured decisions
under heavy time pressure. Mental models of product
managers consist of building blocks that are typical
marketing concepts: brands, prices, ads, sales, market
share, or typical marketing actors: customers, competitors,
producers, retailers. In this mental counterpart of the real
world, the product manager replays, simulates, and
forecasts things that happen in order to be able to respond
to the opportunities and threats that occur.

The framework developed is a basis for the creation of
various client applications, tailored to the specific
characteristics of certain tasks, markets, or decision
makers that we come across in reality.

The main part of this paper is dedicated to showing
how we applied our method for framework development
to the domain of sales promotion. The paper concludes by
illustrating the use of an 00 framework for the
development of SPIDER, a case-based reasoning
application for sales promotion decision makers.
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2.A framework for sales promotions

2.1Framework development step by step

In this section we will present the three steps of the
frameworkdevelopment method (Figure 1):

Step I. Experts solve sample problems: We propose an
indirectbut thorough way to utilize domain expertise for
framework development. In this approach, think-aloud
protocols of domain experts are used to construct a
domain framework. A set of sample problems that can,
moreor less, be considered representative for the domain
are collected or constructed and presented to domain
experts.The solutions the experts produce are recorded on
tape and transcribed so they can be used for further
analysis.The output of this first step are the transcribed
think-aloudprotocols.

Step 2. Analyze protocol contents: The methodological
frameworkof content analysis is used for the analysis of
theprotocol data we gathered in the previous step. The
purposeof the analysis is to find out 'how domain experts
conceptualize (make mental representations of) their
domain.' In order to achieve this, the protocols gathered
previously are coded by applying two procedures. The
firstprocedure is meant to discover the so-called content
categories.Nouns (or groups of words denoting nouns)
that are related to the domain are looked up in the
protocols.The nouns that have equal semantic meaning
areput into one category. Each category receives a label
ornamethat covers the semantics of the units it contains.

During the second procedure, all relationships that
referto one or more content categories, are extracted from
the protocols. We need these relationships among the
contentcategories, to be able to establish the relational
anddynamic properties of the framework in the next step.

Step 3. Creating the 00 framework in a CASE-tool:
The framework should be modeled in a CASE
environment capable of translating the model into
different programming languages. In this way, the
frameworkcan be used in different projects, regardless of
specificplatform or language needs. If supported by the
CASE-tool, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [1]
canbe used to do the modeling.

The actual construction of the framework starts by
mapping the top 20 or 30 content categories (ranking
basedon frequency of occurrence in the protocols) to
objectclasses. This initial object model forms the basis
fortherest of the modeling process.

Further refinement of the object model and the
establishmentof the relational and dynamic properties of
theframework is done by using the relationships that were
foundin the protocols (step 2, second procedure). Within
relationships, verbs relate one word or word sense to
another, implying the way classes are related to one
another.The text of a relationship is mapped to the 00

model by a) checking whether the classes a relationship
refers to are correctly represented in the initial object
model and by b) modeling relevant verbs either as
relationships between objects or as behavior.

2.2 A framework for the sales promotion domain

This section shows the application of the framework
development method for development of an 00
framework for sales promotions.

2.2.1 Experts solve sample problems (step 1)

We devised two sample problems representative for the
domain of sales promotions. Each interviewee (ten
product managers and ten sales promotions authorities)
had to solve a problem on the design of a sales promotion
plan for the introduction of a new salad dressing and
another one in which a sales promotion plan had to be
devised for a troubled fashion magazine. The experts were
asked to think aloud so their solutions could be recorded
and transcribed.

The "Presto-Dress" problem (salad dressing) is briefly
described in Exhibit 1. The "Marie-France" problem
(fashion magazine) is not shown here, but the experts'
solutions in response to that problem, are also analyzed
and used for the modeling of the framework.

The 'Presto-Dress' case in brief: A salad dressing
(,Presto-Dress') in a newly developed package concept, a
transparent box with a handy spout, is going to be
introduced The experts had to design a sales promotion
plan for this introduction. The budget was Dfl.300,000.-

Part of an expert protocol: I'm going to campaign
because what I really want is to drive my consumers to
make trial purchases ... no added value promotions. That
would distract attention from the product since added
value is already in the product. Suppose I would give a
CD that would, ..., no ..., I want to focus on my product
and drive people to buy the product. If I want consumers
to pay attention to my product, I could promote by giving
an introduction discount. Or I would do a refund
promotion. In other words: give the consumer cash money
back immediately, or .... , I could promote by refunding
the entire product price if people send in the bar-code.
Exhibit 1. Presto-Dress Sample Problem with part of
an expert protocol

2.2.2 Analyze protocol contents (step 2)

We used the theory of content analysis [6,9] for the
analysis of the protocol data. In content analysis the many
words of a text are classified into fewer content categories
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that are presumed to have similar meaning. On the basis
of this categorization, the researcher tries to draw valid
inferences from the text.

Exhibit 1 displays a small piece of a protocol transcript
collected in step one. The twenty transcripts were coded
by business school students enrolled in a course on sales
promotion decision making. Each interview was coded by
two students to assess coding reliability.

To subdivide the content of a text into separate
elements, which can be classified, we need to delineate
these elements. There are several ways to do that. We
used two different coding units: the first was meant to
discover important marketing concepts. We used plain -
words (e.g., budget) or word senses (e.g., "the money that
is available for the promotion") as coding units. After
having extracted all words or word senses that had
anything to do with sales promotion, the coders classified
the units in categories according to equal semantic
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meaning. For example, "our budget," "the available
300,000," "the money we can spent," can be attributed the
same semantic meaning (budget) and be put into one
category. Each category finally received a name. TableI
shows the top 30 content categories, indicating the
number of units in each category. Brand, product, and
promotion name appeared so frequently that counting
them would have distracted the coders ("n.a." in Table l).

The second coding procedure was performed to find
relationships among the concepts. As coding units we
used themes [9], which are components of relationships.
For the purpose of this writing we will only consider the
actual relationships. The relationships were noted downin
tables with references to their locations in the actual text
and the categories found in the previous step. Table2
shows the relationships and their references to content
categories that were extracted from the protocol fragment
displayed in Exhibit 1.

Re.

Rank Category Presto Marie- Avg. Rank Category Presto Marie-
-Dress France -Dress France

nsl-I

nsl-2

nsl-3

nsl-4

nsl-5

nsl-6

Table 1. Ranked average nr, of occurrences of categories in protocols (nr. rotocols = 20)

Brand n.a. n.a. n.a. 16. Market

Product n.a. n.a. n.a. 17. Shape of Package

Promotion Name n.a. n.a. n.a. 18. Promotion Strategy

Promotion Budget 68 86 77 19. Character

Sales 3 102 53 20. Proposition

Promotion Costs 40 52 46 21. Producer

Promotion Goal 61 29 45 22. Distribution

Consumer 19 56 38 23. Added Value

Advertiser 0 71 36 24. Reach

Price 30 29 30 25. Promotion Comm.

Package 58 0 29 26. Awareness

Trial 44 4 24 27. Promotion Prospect

Ad 24 20 22 28. Product Content

Market Share 35 3 19 29. Profit

Tar et Market 3 34 19 30. Promotion Location

Table 2. Sample relationships
Relationshi s
I'm going to do a promotion campaign since I want consumers to
make trial purchases
No added value promotions because the added value is already in
the product
If I want consumers to pay attention to my product I could promote
by giving an introduction-discount
If I want consumers to pay attention to my product I could do a
refund promotion
If I want consumers to pay attention to my product I could promote
by giving an immediate refund
I could promote by refunding the entire product price if people send
in the bar-code of the product

24

27

27

o
16

II

II
10

5

10

7

o
4

8

o

'Added value promotion', 'Product added
value', Product
Consumer, Attention, Product,
Promotion, 'Introduction discount'
Consumer, Attention, Product, 'Refund
promotion'
Consumer, Attention, Product, Refund

Refund, 'Product price', Bar-code
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The modeling process

I Top 30 content categories
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Figure 2. The modeling process

2.2.3 Creating the object-oriented framework in a
CASE-tool (step 3)

After we reduced the set of nouns by putting them into
content categories, we started building the sales
promotions framework by mapping only the top 30
contentcategories (see Table 1) to object classes. These
classesform the basis for the rest of the modeling process.
TheUnified Modeling Language (UML) [1] was used to
modelthe framework.

The modeling process proceeded by refining this initial
frameworkusing the relationships that were found in the
protocols(Table 2). Within relationships, verbs relate one
wordor word sense to another, implying the way classes
arerelated to one another. As we saw in 2.1, the text of a
relationship is mapped to the 00 model by checking
whetherthe classes the relationship refers to are correctly
represented in the initial object model and by modeling
relevantverbs either as relationships between objects or as
behavior.

Figure 2, gives an overview of how the results of a
contentanalysis were mapped onto an object model. The
salespromotion domain framework model is too complex
to remain comprehensible while being displayed in one
diagram.The model is decomposed into six smaller units
(seeFigure 3), so-called packages, that contain all kinds
of modeling elements [1]. Arrows between the packages
indicate visibility relationships: if a client object in the

Product package wants to make use of a server object in
the Consumer package, then a visibility relationship must
exist between both packages [4]. We will highlight some
of the details of the contents of the Promotion package.

~~~tion

,P--2

OuantityHistory

Figure 3. The packages and their dependencies

Figure 4 shows an explosion of the Promotion package
and amongst others displays the sales promotion types the
managers commented on in the interviews (for
comprehensives many details are left out). The types were
grouped based on similarity in characteristics and
behavior. Promotions based on price discounts, for
example, were put into one group (area surrounded by
solid line), since they all share a mechanism that
influences the product price. The other sales promotion
types influence the added value of the product. A (virtual)
pricing method was defined on the level of the abstract
class and was overridden at the subclass level: Discount
directly lowers the price, Coupon discounts the price
when a coupon is handed over, Product plus promotions
give an extra quantity of the product for the same price,
and Refund gives a discount on the sale directly or after
sending in a proof of purchase.

A special type of promotion often used by our
interviewees was the joint promotion (area surrounded by
dotted line). A joint promotion can be any type of
promotion and is a coordinated effort among several
different producers. The solutions managers proposed to
the 'Presto-Dress' sample problem (see Exhibit 1) often
had a joint character: giving away samples of the salad
dressing when consumers buy lettuce or gluing coupons
on packages of other products of the producer's product
range (WithOwnProduct).
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The framework was modeled in MetaEdit, a CASE tool
that supports the UML, which allows methodology
engineering and adaptation, and generates source code in
different OO-programming languages like C++,
Smalltalk, Java and Delphi [7]. We found that using this
tool has a number of advantages. First, models can easily
be converted from one method to another. Second, the
meta-level adaptability permits extra documentation fields
(like extra comments, references to protocol relationships)
to be added to the UML concepts. This domain
information is crucial to enable future users (developers)
to understand the framework. Third, source code
generation facilitates adaptation of the framework on the
design level whenever a new application is being created.

3. Application development

The sales promotion domain framework contains a
basic application structure that developers of specific
applications commonly have to develop themselves.
Building applications by using the framework is faster;
programmers can dedicate their efforts to the specific
needs of application related issues. The extent to which
the framework is reused by developers depends on the
specific needs of the application and can vary from the
reuse of one class definition to the reuse of a whole set of
interacting objects. The use of the framework will now be

illustrated by describing the development of SPIDER
(Sales Promotions Intelligence Data EngineeR).

For SPIDER, we needed both a technique to represent
domain and its knowledge and a reasoning mechanism for
using that knowledge in the proper way. The sales
promotion framework was used for the representation of
the domain. This provided the developers, for instance,
with the semantics for storing data, organizing it on the
basis of the domain knowledge. Promotion Package
objects are used to store data on the promotion itself (e.g.,
Type, Budget, Media), Consumer Package objects store
data on consumers who participate in the promotion (e.g.,
Name, Address, AmountPurchased), Distribution objects
store data on the retailers that adopt the promotion (e.g.,
Allowance, NrOfStores), and so on.

SPIDER is based on the problem solving technique
known as case-based reasoning. Put simply, case-based
reasoning is the computerized equivalent of what we refer
to as reasoning on the basis of analogy when it is
performed by humans. New problems are solved by using
previously designed solutions to similar problems. A case-
based reasoning system can serve as a central repository
in which experiences can be collected. Algorithms are
available for retrieval of the right cases at the right time.
Certain case-based reasoning systems have a functionality
for adapting cases to the new problem situations, which is
useful since problems are seldom identical.

The domain framework is used by SPIDER by having
its data stored in, and retrieved from, the framework's
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objects. Objects once defined (as specific consumers,
products, and retailers) can remain stored in the system,
making entry of new cases an easy job. Most data can be
reused: a new sales promotion occurs in an already
definedmarket, was held by a known competitor, etc.
We performed a UML-use scenario analysis [1] for

finding out the scope and required functionality of
SPIDER. The use scenarios comprise the basic functional
elements of the system. The scenarios were input for the
restof the modeling process: drawing class diagrams and
interaction diagrams (step 4, Figure 1). After this stage an

assessment was made on how the framework could be
tailored for the specific application (step 5, Figure 1).
Subsequent to this modeling, we generated code and
currently we are addressing final implementation issues
(step 6, Figure 1).

The case-based reasoning part of the system was
implemented in KAPPA-PC, a hybrid environment
combining multiple representation paradigms, including
objects, rules, and procedures. MetaEdit could not
generate code for this environment, but provides the
possibility to customize code generation.

Graph Report Help
C++ class definition (.h file) Ji1 11

Report Browser for: Class Diagram IUMLJ~

KappaStart
Smalltalk code
States of a class

C++ function definition (.cpp file)
Delphi
Java code

Relaltonshlp
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ITemplates

S,O:

Note text
Object IUMLJ
Package

¥lClass IUMLJ

Eile Edit Hel
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Report 'KAPPA-PC' APeriod:TimePeriod]. (

loreach .Class IUMLI I" Segement in Nr 01equal ranges in a Unit")};

( If Not (Method? (Consumer, ChecklfSwitched)) Then MakeMethod (Consumer, ChecklfSwitched,
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newline; ListOfProducts to another Product olthe ListOfProducts"});

'MoveHierarchy ('

id; If Not (Class? (Strategy)) Then MakeClass (Strategy, DOMAIN);

-Specialization>lnheritanc~ MoveHierarchy (Event, Promotion);

);' IIII Not (Class? (Event)) Then MakeClass (Event, DOMAIN);
endif
newline; MoveHierarchy (Sweepstake, Contest);
11Not (Class? ('

id;

Figure 5. Code generation for KAPPA-PC in MetaEdit
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InFigure5 a screendump is shown of how MetaEdit
aeneratesKAPPA-PC code based on custom-made
specifications.In the top left area of the screen you see the

languages for which code can be generated. In the lower
left area you can see part of the custom-made instructions
that MetaEdit uses to generate KAPPA-PC code. The
screen on top, finally, shows code that was generated, and
that was used to build the case-based reasoning system for
the sales promotion domain.

Figure 6 depicts a situation in which multiple
applications are based on the framework. Next to
SPIDER, a sales promotion planner and a data mining
system subclass from the domain framework. Changes
made to the domain model can be inherited by all
applications.

4. Conclusions

The research described in the paper introduced a
method for the development and use of 00 frameworks
for semi-structured domains. To illustrate the approach,



an 00 domain framework for sales promotions was
constructed and used. The development method starts
from protocols of experts solving sample problems. Then,
using content analysis, the vocabulary of the domain is
mapped onto an object model. In building the 00
framework, content analysis provides a much more
powerful vehicle for finding classes and relationships than
many of the guidelines given in 00 literature. The use of
the framework was demonstrated by showing how the
platform and language independent domain framework
was used to generate code for a specific application (case-
based reasoning for sales promotion) in a specific
environment (KAPPA-PC). The work described here can
be applied to other decision domains with a semi-
structured character, for example investment decisions,
management development, personnel selection, and legal
problem solving.
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